Trek brings back memories of old campus

The trek to old Wake Forest last Saturday brought back a lot of memories for many students. The trek, organized by the Student Activities Office, included a special trip for those who had attended Wake Forest prior to the move.

Some students also brought along their own cameras to capture the memories of the old campus. The trip started at 9 a.m. and lasted until 5 p.m., giving students an opportunity to explore the old campus and reflect on their memories.

A special thank you goes to the Student Activities Office for organizing this trip and bringing back the memories of the old campus.
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The course is designed to introduce students to a range of feminist thought and practice. Ettin said that the primary goal is to show his students the variety found in feminist criticism and feminist analyses of literature. By exploring the works of diverse female writers from different cultural and historical contexts, the students are encouraged to think critically about gender, power, and identity. The course aims to foster a sense of empowerment and agency among students by highlighting the contributions of women to the literary and cultural canon.

Ettin has a particular interest in the work of George Eliot, the Brontë sisters, and Virginia Woolf. He believes that these authors, among others, have made significant contributions to the field of feminist literature, and he hopes to bring their perspectives to the classroom in a way that is both thought-provoking and accessible.

As a graduate student, Ettin said that his personal goal was to introduce and read with students some of the great works of feminist literature. He hopes that by doing so, he can help to broaden the students' understanding of the field and inspire them to become active readers and thinkers.

In addition to the course content, Ettin also emphasizes the importance of creating a supportive and inclusive learning environment. He believes that it is essential to foster a space where students feel safe to express their ideas and engage in critical dialogue.

For Ettin, teaching the course has been a rewarding experience, and he has enjoyed the opportunity to learn from his students as well. He hopes that the course will not only provide valuable insights into the history of feminism but also inspire students to become champions of social justice and equity.
Another Vietnam?

Three Vietnamese

United States policy in Central America is once again at the forefront of American policy. And once again it is being projected on a map of Nicaragua, and further south, of Central America. The lesson that Thomas Babcock of the Washington Post recently presented in the port city of Colon last October, which resulted in the removal of President Jacobo Arbenz from power, is believed to be a lesson not just for the United States but for the world. The lesson that Babcock and other observers are correct. The lesson that the United States is often supposed to be

American policy has been for years the goal of ending racism and black politicians and peoples to gain equal rights and freedom. This is a lesson that the United States must learn to appreciate. The lesson is a lesson that the United States and other nations can learn from.

The United States destroyed Vietnam in its attempt to "save" the country from the influence of theCommunist revolutionary forces. The lesson is that the United States cannot "save" a nation from the influence of a certain force. The lesson is that the United States must learn to appreciate the lesson that it must not interfere in the affairs of other nations.

The lesson is that the United States cannot become involved in the affairs of other nations. The lesson is that the United States must learn to appreciate the lesson that it must not interfere in the affairs of other nations.

The lesson is that the United States cannot become involved in the affairs of other nations. The lesson is that the United States must learn to appreciate the lesson that it must not interfere in the affairs of other nations.
Justifying the Honor Code

The April 12 story entitled "Justifying the Honor Code" should be retracted. This article will be the subject of a detailed investigation by the Honor Code Committee, and the results of the investigation will be released at a later date. The Honor Code Committee is committed to ensuring that this issue is handled with fairness and integrity.

Call for Writers

If you are interested in becoming a contributor to our publication, please submit your inquiries to: Call for Writers - 761-5279. We look forward to hearing from you.

Make a big buy before you say goodbye.

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.

This year, don't leave for home without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself time and money. Buying your AT&T leased phone now means you'll have your phone with you on the very first day back to class.

To buy your phone and take it with you. And have a nice summer.

Call Chet Cagle - 761-5279

Advertisements

Advertise with Old Gold and Black

Call Chet Cagle - 761-5279

Summer Job

Direct Residential Sales Marketing
With Local Service Company
Salary plus Commission
Vehicle Provided
Call Hal at 775-3333 for Interview

Join Us for Fats' Tuesday

Happy Hour
3 pm-5 pm

COUPON
Entitles Bearer to
$1.10 Off
Any Dinner Entree

Good Tuesday, April 24, 1984
Sports

Wake Forest has memorable season

Commentary

by Michael Talbot

As the school year winds to a close and with the underclassman career at Wake Forest in the midst of the season, the Deacs are still an exciting team to watch. This is because of the team’s performance and the way each member loves the game and the team.

One of the most exciting aspects of the team is the way each member loves the game. The team members are always eager to practice and train. They are always ready to give their all to the team. This love for the game is what makes the Deacs such a special team.

Another aspect of the team that makes it special is the way the players support each other. They are always there for each other, whether it’s on the field or off the field. This support is what makes the team so successful.

The final aspect of the team that makes it special is the way the team members work together. They are always focused on winning and doing their best. This teamwork is what makes the team so successful.

It is clear that the Deacs are a special team. They have a love for the game, the travelers support from each other, and they always work together to win. This is why the Deacs are such a special team. They are a team that is always ready to give their all to the game.

Wake Forest has memorable season

Sports in brief

Men golfers ready for ACC Tournament in Pinehurst

The men’s golf team went out today for the final round of the ACC Championship. The team is currently in third place and is hoping to finish strong.

Tracksters set 12 records

The Wake Forest track team set 12 records this season. This is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the team members.

Diamond Deacs lose two in ACC Tourney

Wake Forest ended its 1984 season with a loss to Georgia Tech in the ACC quarterfinals. This is a disappointing end to the season, but the team has already shown great potential.

Sports

Men place hopes on Dunlop

Coach Jim Littell was disappointed with his team’s performance in the last game at Wake Forest. As the Deacons played their last home game in a 6-2 loss, Littell had high hopes for the team. He says, “We have a lot of talent and I’m looking forward to seeing what we can do in the future.”

Wake Forest

Wake Forest ended its 1984 season with a 6-2 loss to Georgia Tech in the ACC quarterfinals. This is a disappointing end to the season, but the team has already shown great potential.

Sports

Men place hopes on Dunlop


**Music review**

Cars record new sound

Yes, the new Cars album is out. The two and a half years they spent on this album were worth it if it results in a marked change in the Cars' sound. The band's previous efforts have been described as rockabilly, which doesn't quite do the band justice anymore. What's more, the Cars' vocals are not the same as before. Instead of a gruff, rough edge to their sound, the Cars have chosen to record a more polished album, which is a change from their previous efforts.

The Cars have spent a lot of time in the studio, working with producer John "Bottles" Logan, who produced their previous album. Logan's production job significantly altered the sound of the Cars, making it more polished and commercial.

The Cars' vocals are also more polished on this album. They have chosen to sing in a more measured, controlled way, which is a change from their previous, more raw sound.

The Cars' sound on this album is more polished and commercial, which is a change from their previous efforts. They have chosen to sing in a more measured, controlled way, which is a change from their previous, more raw sound.

**Natural mermaid stars in "Splash"**

``I've always wanted to be a mermaid,`` said Daryl Hannah, the graceful star of "Splash," which was recently released in theaters. The movie is about a mermaid who falls in love with a human and has to decide whether to stay underwater or return to the human world.

Hannah said that she was attracted to the role because it allowed her to explore her love of the ocean and its inhabitants. She also said that she enjoyed working with the other cast members, who she said were all very talented and had a great sense of humor.

Hannah is a native of Los Angeles and has been interested in the ocean since she was a child. She has been a mermaid for several movies, and has also worked in television and on the stage.

``I feel very connected to the ocean,`` she said. She also said that she felt very comfortable being underwater and that it allowed her to express her love of nature.

Hannah's role in "Splash" was one of a kind. She was the first mermaid to be featured in a major Hollywood movie, and she said that she was very proud of that.

``I feel very lucky to be part of this movie,`` she said. She also said that she hoped that it would inspire others to learn more about the ocean and its residents.
University presents portraits of President Thomas and Black has an opening for copy editor in the fall semester.

Wake Forest students stand on the front porch of the Calvin Jones house. They were among some 300 students who made the trek.

Photos by
Mark Earnest

WEDNESDAY, APR. 25TH/THURSDAY, APR. 26TH

Ford

GREAT START DAY

Ford is proud to be on campus.
On Great Start Day, you can see, feel, and kick the latest cars and trucks from Ford. You can also hear about our exclusive offers available only to your campus community.

This is the day. Don't miss it!
PRIZES AVAILABLE.

CO-SPONSORED BY

COLLEGE UNION

FORD DEALER

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25
PARWAY FORD

THURSDAY, APRIL 26
CLOVERDALE FORD

LOCATION/ TIME
Both days:
Reynolda Hall Lot
10 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

The University Stores
wish you a
HAPPY EASTER

Congratulations To The Winners Of The
EASTER EGG HUNT
JELLY BEAN CONTEST
COKE GIVE-AWAY
We Appreciate Your Support.

"On the Campus"

Hardee's

MAKE TRACKS FOR THE
BEST EATING ALL AROUND!

STEAK & EGG BISCUIT AND
ORANGE JUICE $1.28

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. Customer must present original coupon. This offer cannot be combined with any other offers. Good only at regular Hardee's restaurants (511-1111-R). May 31, 1984.

Hardee's

REGULAR ROAST BEEF SANDWICH, REGULAR FRIES & MEDIUM SOFT DRINK $1.75

Please present this coupon before ordering. One coupon per customer, per visit, please. This offer cannot be combined with any other offers. Good only at regular Hardee's restaurants (511-1111-R). May 31, 1984.

Copy Editor Needed

The Old Gold and Black has an opening for copy editor in the fall semester.

Contact Kerry King at 761-5380 or come by 226 Reynolds for more details.
Special Ground-Breaking Issue

Old Gold and Black

"Covers The Campus Like The Magnolias"

GROUND-BREAKING TO BE STAGED TODAY

Doors To New And Beautiful Wake Forest College To Open In 1954

Building Plans Include Entire College Needs

Great Offer By Smith Reynolds Foundation

Set College Removal Program In Motion

Acceptance Of Plan By Board Was Unanimous

Proposal To Move Wake Forest Campus

WF Students To See Rites

Great Offer By Smith Reynolds Foundation

Set College Removal Program In Motion

Acceptance Of Plan By Board Was Unanimous

Proposal To Move Wake Forest Campus

WF Students To See Rites

Prominent Leaders To Figure In Rites Today

Mr. And Mrs. Charles H. Babcock Donate 300-

Acres Of Land For New Wake Forest College Campus At Reynolda

Head Of College Trustees To Accept Money And Land

Dr. C. C. Warren To Bring Greetings From

City College

University President To Bring Greetings From

City College

Truman Leads Ceremonies At

New Plant Site

Huge Crowd Expected On Future Campus Grounds

Wake Forest College plans to open a new facility by 1954, which will include an entire college needs. The Smith Reynolds Foundation has made a great offer, setting in motion a college removal program. The acceptance of the plan by the board was unanimous. The proposal to move Wake Forest campus was made by WF students to see rites. Prominent leaders are to figure in rites today. The university president will bring greetings from the city college. Truman leads ceremonies at the new plant site, with a huge crowd expected on future campus grounds.
**WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO SHAPE THIS SUMMER.**

If you have at least two years of college left, you can spend six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600.

And if you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2+ Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year.

But the big payoff happens at graduation day. That's when you receive your Army commission.

For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

**SOPHOMORES, SEE CPT BREWER IN REYNOLDS GYM OR CALL 761-5545**

---

**TRAILWAYS STUDENT AID.**

You don't have to spend all your money just to go home for summer. Just go home on Trailways. We've got three money-saving deals good through June 30 to get you back home with change in your pockets. Just bring these coupons and your student I.D. to Trailways.

**USING STUDENT I.D. ON ANY TRIP**

**$69 ROUND-TRIP FARE**

$69 round-trip fare plus 10% off your airfare on a Trailways trip to any airport served by Trailways.

**$99 FLAT RATE**

$99 flat rate round trip in Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.

**$20 OFF**

$20 off your 5-day, 4-night interstate trip to any city in the continental United States.

Call Trailways for details today.

---

**STEREO SOUND's**

"**APRIL WILL NEVER BE THE SAME" SALE!**

10% - 60% OFF on every product in the store:

+ Car Stereo: Proton, Pioneer, Yamaha, Sanyo, JBL, Coatnic
+ Video & T.V.'s: Proton, Kloss, Fisher, Sanyo, Toshiba, Aiwa, Pioneer
+ Receivers: Yamaha, NAD, JVC, Sanyo, Pioneer, Carver
+ Speakers: Boston-Acoustics, JBL, KEF, Quad, Phase Technology, DCM, Pioneer, Yamaha, JVC, Fisher
+ Turntables:JVC, Yamaha, AR, Rega, Linn Sondek, NAD, Bang & Olufsen
+ Tape Decks & Compact Disc Players: Yamaha, NAD, JVC, Sanyo
+ Separate:s: Yamaha, Carver, NAD
+ Tapes & Accessories:DK, Maxell, JVC, Kodak, Yamaha, Signet, Cobra, Whistler
+ Portables: JVC, Aiwa, Sony, Pioneer, Sanyo
+ Audio Consultants: Proton, Pioneer, Yamaha, Sanyo, JBL, Coatnic
+ Expert Video & Audio Consultants To help you select the right equipment for your needs.
+ Car Stereo Installation Our own professional car stereo installation is available at all locations.
+ Instant Financing Up to $1,000 of your Visa, MasterCharge & American Express

---

**STEREO SOUND**

CHAPEL HILL
175 E. Franklin St.
(Above Four Corners)
942-8546

GREENSBORO
2105 High Point Rd.
(next to McDonald's)
OPENING SOON!

RALEIGH
7105 Glenwood Avenue
(next to Circuit City)
782-4111

WINSTON SALEM
3443 Robinhood Rd.
(Across from Pizza Hut)
768-0150

---

Reprintable errors in prices & specifications do occur in printing. We reserve the right to correct such errors. Some items similar to illustrations.